
01- Spirit Guides

Follow me down roads and enter minds, the unknown. 
Come with me between the folds and enter minds of spirits who are walking blind. 

All these thoughts you don’t recognize. 
Holding on and biding time. 
Speaking with and speaking through you. 

Close your eyes, unload. 
Help define the unknown. 
Realms of the lost, souls ache for light. 
With spirit guides, perceive the other side. 

Reaching back and projecting forth. 
An open mind is an open door. 
Mystic minds and spirits old, together. 

Is this real or not? 
Just a lucid dream strung with the fabric of thought. 
The space between reality and thought is sometimes all we’ve got. 

02 - Open Air

Imagine setting sail, projecting legacy. 
Open air, calm breeze. 
Open air, so it be, so at peace. 

Misused time, lost on the water. 
Open mind, light guides you. 
Waging war, all fools. 
Sanity complies with order. 

Creating, in reality, this dream. 

Wake up, you’re wasting tomorrow. 
Make up your mind. 
Wake up, you’re all on your own. 
No help from above.



03 - More Than Gold

What lies before me. 
All unknown. 
Slowly it all unfolds. 

The end is coming, watch your move. 
Time keeps running, pick and choose. 

Bask in your glory or tie your own noose. 
Consider your wishes they might hold true. 

Time is still running, make a move. 
All forewarned the greedy are scorned. 

I want to show there’s more than just gold. 
I want to feel life as a dream. 

04 - Beyond The Bright

There’s this painted scene where we wanna be, there’s shades of green there. 
No end to the light, the blur’s behind, the air is clean here. 
Can’t wait to see you, can’t wait to see you here. 

There’s a sense of peace when the mind’s at ease, harmony in the frequencies. 
An end to the fight, live beyond the bright, all things come easy. 
All things come easy, can’t wait to meet you here. 

This is what we’re after. 
The fire burns brighter than ever before. 
The vines grow stronger and further not grasping the past of days. 
It’s mine. 

The feeling of freedom. 
Witnessing beauty beyond comprehension of some of our own. 
The feeling of freedom is mine.



05 - Magic Forest

We’ll open up the doors, we’ll open up the sky, we’ll travel time. 
Like those who’ve come before, in ancient times, in our minds eye. 
Like those who’ve come before, those who have molded minds, in ancient times. 

Come on, let it go 
Release 

This purple halo ties me to the stars above that guide me. 
The light penetrates my mind and body. 
It seems to flow right through me. 

06 - Catas

No Lyrics

07 - Ever Elusive

Things just seem to fade. 
Fade, fade away. 
You’ll never know the ever eluding, just try and find truth and beauty. 

Feels just like I’m asleep where sheets weigh down on me and dragons breathe. 

Can’t quite grasp. 
Just so elusive. 
Seems all I need slips from my reach. 

Never asked for easy answers, I enjoy the chase. 
Once I catch what I was after it never seems up to standard. 

Run, reach past defeat. 
Hold strong, carry on



08 - Harnessing The Universe

I’m floored, turned white, been torn so wide. 
I’m done, been tried, I’m dying. 

I’m sick, my mind and voice, I cry. 
So done, been tried, I’m dying. 

And if we wake tomorrow who’s gonna take the blame? 
Blue thoughts resonate with sorrow; truth liberates. 
And when we wake tomorrow, we should cry out loud. 
Hear me, feel me, we’re free. 

Mislead by minds, of course they try. 
I’m done, so done, I’m dying. 

And if we wake tomorrow who’s gonna take the blame? 
Blue thoughts resonate with sorrow; truth liberates. 
And when we wake tomorrow, we should cry out loud. 
Hear me, feel me, we’re free. 

I’ve been crying, half awake. 
Been so lost, worn blue in this state. 
I’ve been walking past the graves reflecting on all the change.



09 - Moons Gone Down

Went further down that road though some said don’t. 
Warning from those who won’t. 
These are the finest moments that I’ve known. 
I’m going further down this road. 

So excuse me now while I breathe. 
So excuse me now while I be. 

In this moment time don’t stop. 
Steal this moment, it’s all we got. 
In this moment time don’t stop. 
Precious moments, not lost. 

Shadows still remain in the brightest of days. 
Riding out this wave, full tide remains. 
For all of those who know how I feel today, these are the finest moments that I’ve 
known. 

It’s alright now, the moon’s gone down. 
I’ve arrived all alone, the sun has rose. 

Live this moment, stay on top. 
Forget moments of flaw. 
Live this moment, stay on top. 
Chosen moments, clear thought. 

Found myself now, all wound down. 
Nothings changed, I’m still the same. 
Time’s gonna tell what remains. 
The truth found now is what I’d say. 

Use emotion, rise up. 
Live for yourself, stand up. 



10 - Orb

Come down, lay here with me. 
Come dry your eyes. 
Come stay here with me and clear your mind. 
Come lay here with me till the end of time. 
Come lay here with me, hold on and breathe. 

Just breathe, and release, and repeat. 
Come on baby come on get free. 

Take time, answer why, just breathe. 
Come on baby come on get free. 


